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Abstract. Wind Energy technology represents the most technically advanced and diffused renewable resource. The
willingness to foster its economical profitability has brought to new uses of the technology, especially in
unconventional locations. In particular, the Urban environment is promising in reducing the costs associated e.g. to
the large infrastructure wind farms require. However, several technical and non-technical issues remain unsolved,
spacing from the understanding of the actual wind resource available to the actual response of wind turbines. This
contributes to foment the lack of confidence in wind energy and its societal acceptance. The lack of knowledge is an
issue that adds sharply to NIMBYism rhetoric mechanisms. In this work, various possibilities and limits of Urban
Wind Energy are introduced, with a focus on the urban wind resource. A suitable high-rise building configuration is
taken as a reference and simulated using CFD, to discuss the possible strategies in optimising the positioning of
wind turbines, which strongly depend on their relationship with the built environment. The challenges related to
such a methodology are also introduced, with special reference to the necessity of accurately modelling the
signature turbulence for the reliable aerodynamic design of the new generation of small and medium size wind
turbines.
1 INTRODUCTION
By 2050, 66 per cent of world’s inhabitants is estimated to be residing in urban areas [1]. The population is also
estimated to increase steadily to 7.4 billion people. As an effect, the expected scenario is the continuous growth of
urban areas. The concept of sustainable development gleams as the main world institutions face the risks this growth
means to humanity [2]. However, the concept of sustainability immediately links to the concept of energy. Endless
research has been dedicated to the understanding of the best Energy Mix to tackle the demanding request of energy
and the problems renewable source inevitably experience, especially regarding their stochastic variability [3],
however an unambiguous solution is still awaited and renewable have some difficulty in affirming their role in the
Energy Mix, especially regarding their social acceptance. This is particularly true for wind energy. If on one hand
wind energy is recognised to be a robust and one of the most promising way of providing sufficient energy to meet
society’s needs with minimum waste, yet more research is needed to increase their efficiency, reliability,
affordability, and safety to the standards of traditional technologies [4].

This iis actually alreeady underwayy, as demandiing governmental directivess, such as thosse of the Euroopean Union
[5], havee fostered a reenewed intereest in setting the technologgical knowleddge a step furrther. As regaarding wind
energy, thhis means thatt two major arreas of researcch efforts are nnoticeable. Thhe first one reffers to the nexxt generation
of large W
Wind Energy C
Converters (W
WEC). Besidess the constructtion of new muulti-megawattt wind farms, either
e
on- or
off-shore,, the repoweriing of the exissting old windd turbines is thhe practical coonsequence off taller wind tuurbine (WT)
hub heighhts and higherr capacity of ggenerators. Thhe enhancemennt of the strucctural responsee represents thhe key point
of researcch, by improviing the structuural design andd detailing. Gooing up has, hhowever, somee drawbacks [R
Ref.], which
have set the
t other majoor research aim
m, which is im
mproving the harvesting poossibility in loow wind sites, such as the
urban envvironment. In fact, the incrreasing lack of new suitablee high wind ssites, the relucctance of the large public
towards tthe modificatioon of the ruraal landscape, toogether with tthe costs assocciated with the infrastructurre needed to
transport the electricityy to the userss, suggest thatt it might be worth trying a reverse appproach, harvessting energy
mption site, atttempting to cut
c off many cost entries [[4]. Reversingg the conceptiion of wind
directly aat the consum
energy prroduction nearr the site of coonsumption w
would suit counntries like the Hashemite Kingdom
K
of Joordan, which
reveals abbundancy of w
wind energy inn its eastern reegions (Fig.1aa), while the llarge majority of the populaation resides
in the norrth-western paart (Fig.1b), wiith limited winnd resources [6].
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Figure 1. a) A
Annual mean w
wind speed in JJordan at 100m
m [6]; b) Dem
mographic denssity of Jordan [7]
This ssimple line off reasoning shhows the intrinnsic connectioon of urban reenewable energgy with humaan activities,
rather thaan mere engineeering argumeents [8]. This is actually thee core of the isssue with the ssocial acceptaance of wind
energy, w
which is only partially
p
relateed to technical issues [9].
This second
s
reverse approach iss the topic of the present work.
w
In Sectiion 1 the raison d'être of U
Urban Wind
Energy (U
UWE) will be reviewed annd discussed. In Section 22, the researchh fields assocciated with UW
WE will be
addressedd and the impplications withh the topics off building aerrodynamics wiill be discusseed. In Sectionn 3 a simple
numerical model will bbe introduced to show the nnecessity in furrther researchh to cover the ggaps in the unnderstanding
of the positioning strattegies of windd turbines withhin the built eenvironment, sstating the neccessity of settiing research
priorities..

2 BRIEF REVIEW OF URBAN WIND ENERGY DEFICIENCIES
2.1 Is Urban Wind Energy worth investigating?
Urban Wind Energy is a recently developed niche of wind energy, dealing with the harvesting of wind energy
within urban premises. The necessity of creating such a research niche has emerged for a variety of reasons.
i) The small wind energy market involves a large number of businesses and numerous workplaces [10]; ii) The
fiasco of a large percentage of urban applications has been noticed [11]; iii) The necessity of improving the energy
performance of single buildings shows that microgeneration could represent a factual advance; iv) The intrinsic
difference of the wind resource in the urban environment, if compared with the usual flat terrain conditions, poses
different premises to the design and assessment process [12]; (v) Harvestable wind energy is indeed present in the
urban environment and enhanced by the presence of buildings, which can represent a not-irrelevant share out of the
global wind energy capacity [11].
To understand this last point, if a typical Jordanian household is taken as reference, then it would require 5’089
kWh/y of electricity [13]. As the average sized small wind turbine has been estimated being 0.85 kW [10], then
supposedly installing such wind turbines in the optimal position would still yield roughly 30% of the rated power on
a yearly base, considering factors such as the variability of the wind. A yearly electricity production of 0.85 kW
0.3
365
24 h
2’233.8 kWh/y would be then achieved. This simple and very rough emphasises that
theoretically a Jordanian household could save almost half of the electricity expenses by installing a small wind
turbine, in supposedly optimal conditions. However, reality is much more complicated, as the attention to the correct
positioning of wind turbines around a building has only recently gained attention following resounding failures of
applications. As many detractors criticise the efficiency of urban wind and strong difficulties are experienced by
municipalities and pundits to convince the general public of the possible benefits of implementing wind energy. The
reason for that is strongly related to our lack of understanding of the actual power produced by WECs, which means
in turn, the lack of a convincing optimisation strategy for the positioning of the devices for gaining a reliable
production of energy.
2.2 How to arrange Wind Turbines within the Built Environment?
Besides non-technical issues and social acceptance [Ref.], the positioning of WECs within the urban
environment is undoubtedly the core issue with Urban Wind Energy. This immediately translates to a new type of
WT, meaning the Building Augmented Wind Turbine (BAWT, also Integrated or Environment: BIWT, BWET, or
BWT). The building must be interpreted not only as a support for WTs, but also as a way of enhancing wind energy
harvesting, by locally diverting and concentrating the wind flow. This can be put into practice in many ways (Fig.2).
The mutual positioning of BAWTs within the built environment encompasses a number of typical situations:
i)
WTs mounted on top of buildings (Fig. 2b-i), which represent the large majority of the applications;
ii) WTs mounted on the façade of buildings (Fig. 2b-ii);
iii) WTs which are integrated within the building itself using its shape as a local catalyser for the inflow wind
(Fig. 2b-iii) [14], [15];
iv) WTs mounted in the vicinity of buildings (Fig. 2b-iv), which might include bigger WTs [16] and can be
transposed to the case of complex terrain onshore wind energy [17].
Being wind energy a resource harvested on large areas of land, the concept of Distributed generation rises [18].
UWE and BAWT can be accounted as a first attempt of Distributed Wind Turbines (DWT). Energy generation with
DWTs could represent the final scope of current urban wind energy applications: to multiply the number of devices,
with an efficient positioning, in order to provide a reliable share of energy at the consumption site [19].
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Figure 22. a,b) WT annd buildings: i)) on rooftop, iii) on façade, iiii) integrated, iv) in vicinityy; c) flow enhaancer [20].
A brieef incomplete review of the works focusinng on the undeerstanding of bbuilding aeroddynamics for wind
w
energy
purposes is now givenn, to introducee the scope off the present work.
w
Two maain scopes of investigation exist: street
canyons aand high-rise bbuildings. Theese actually reppresent the moost suitable locations for wiind energy to bbe harvested
more efficiently. The laarge majority of investigations focuses onn the assessm
ment of the flow
w pattern, tryiing to locate
spots withh optimal augm
mentation of tthe mean flow
w, giving an asssessment of thhe levels of turrbulence to bee avoided.
The im
mportance of the
t role of the building shappe is recogniseed as crucial. S
Stankovic et al. [15], Mertenns et al. [21]
have focuused their attenntion on the tootal optimisatiion of the shappe of high risee buildings tow
wards the impplementation
of BAWT
T with their aarchitecture. T
This has show
wn to be viablle in a handfuul of applicatiions, such as the Bahrain
World Trrade Centre, hhowever the ssuccess of thee application iis highly depeendent on thee estimation oof the actual
inflow, w
which might pprove to be trricky, and leaading to posssible fiasco. S
Some works ffurther proposse a way to
enhance tthe harvesting by slightly ennhancing the sshape of high-rrise buildings [20].
Furtheer works [22]––[24] are focuused instead inn the assessmeent of the re-ccirculation zonne above the roof of highrise or juxxtaposed builddings: all resuults confirm veelocity augmeentation and ennhancement of
o turbulence intensity
i
are
the featurres of the flow
w pattern. Abbohela [24] annd Toja-Silva [25] focused their work inn the identificcation of the
roof-top shape whichh most suits urban wind energy harvesting. A unnivocal determ
mination of tthe optimal
configuraation is howevver difficult too achieve, beccause of the rrole of non-teechnical issuess, such as aessthetical and
architectuural problems. Balduzzi et al. [26] focuused on the chhoice of the bbest suited w
wind turbine fo
for an urban
configuraation. Vertical Axis Wind Tuurbines (VAW
WT) are recognnised as the m
most viable chooice, due to thheir response
to urban highly turbullent flows. Hoowever, as coonfirmed by P
Pagnini et al. [27], Horizonntal Axis Winnd Turbines
(HAWT),, show to yieldd more energyy.
Reseaarch is in agreeement in statinng that enhancced turbulencee levels are thee most important issue relatted to UWE.
Whether VAWT or H
HAWT are ussed their efficciency is biassed by a genneralised lack of understannding of the
mics of WECs [28]. Therefoore, the attitudde is to avoid locations withh turbulence
turbulencce effects on thhe aerodynam
intensitiess higher than 0.15 [29]. Thhough an effeect of turbulennce is highligghted often wiith special reggards to the
fatigue lim
mit state [30] and the power output [31], yet a comprehhensive methoodology lacks a better understanding of
the effectts of turbulennce on the aerodynamics [32]. Howeverr, the actual turbulence
t
staatistics and thheir location
around buuildings set uup a challenginng research ppanorama: the knowledge about
a
the flow
w pattern arouund building
does not yet allow a rreliable positiooning strategyy, while the aactual aerodynnamic response of wind turrbines under
highly turrbulent flows iis almost unexxplored.
For thhese reasons, research on bbuilding aeroddynamics is deeveloping a niche focusing on the surrouunding flow
pattern too locate wind energy harveesting opportuunities. As antticipated, the urban environnment represeents both an
opportuniity, for the loocal increase in wind veloocity, but alsoo a likely thrreat, due to thhe enhanced presence of
turbulencce.

It has been shown that the shape of the roof itself has a major impact on these parameters. Toja-Silva et al. [25]
in particular developed further the studies of Abohela [24] towards the assessment of the best shape for wind energy
purposes. They have found that having a curved roof enhanced the possibilities for wind energy harvesting.
However, the criteria chosen for defining the optimal location are not universally agreed, therefore more research on
the performance of wind turbines in a turbulent environment is needed.
Khauyllirina et al. [33] studied the effect of two adjacent high-rise buildings with the aim of exploiting the street
canyon effect. These works confirm the importance of the understanding of the wind pattern, the possibility of
enhancing the wind energy resource and the choice of the proper wind turbine for use.
The large majority of UWE applications involve existing buildings. These are characterised by the presence of a
flat roof. This is particularly true for high-rise buildings. Computational Fluid Dynamics is a popular tool in the
assessment of the flow pattern around buildings [34]. Many works have investigated the flow pattern on rooftop of
high-rise buildings. It appears that the research is actually converging towards the necessity of proposing accurate
flow data for the specific configuration of interest, stated the extreme variability of conditions a single building
shape can have.
2.3 Research gap and aim of this work
It is difficult to state the precise limits of the needed knowledge. The built environment offers an opportunity to
the global renewable energy market and could give a contribution to the energy mix towards the abatement of costs.
However, this brief review has immediately prompted the issues to be addressed to make any statement on the topic:
i)
the aerodynamic response of WECs under turbulent inflows;
ii) the flow pattern around buildings and the detection of relevant parameters;
iii) the possible ways of enhancing wind energy harvesting using buildings;
iv) the social acceptance and the mediation with non-technical issues.
This work is an attempt of enhancing the discussion about the importance of the correct assessment of the
turbulence pattern around buildings, more than the estimation of the mean velocities, for the rightful success of
UWE applications. To fulfil this aim, following objectives are envisaged:
i)
To investigate the flow around a model high-rise building using a steady-state CFD RANS simulation;
ii) To validate the model using available experimental data [35];
iii) To give a preliminary comparison with higher quality CFD LES data, focusing on turbulence quantities.
3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 The experimental setup
In this work, the geometry of the computational domain is taken from the experiment by Hemida et al. [36],
carried out in a series of wind tunnel experiments at the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) Wind Tunnel Lab of
the Ruhr-University of Bochum (RUB), within the scope of the COST-Action TU1304 WINERCOST. The RUB
wind tunnel has a cross section of 1.6m × 1.8m and a length of 9.4m, in an open tunnel configuration with fan
behind the test section (Fig.3a). The ABL is simulated equipping the wind tunnel inlet with a castellated barrier,
turbulence generator fins, and roughness cubes (from 3.6cm to 1.6cm) working as roughness elements (Fig.3b). The
high-rise building model has a 1:300 scale, with a height-to-width ratio of H⁄D =3, where H=400mm and
D=133.3mm (Fig.3b). Fig.3d shows the model mounted on the rotating test table of the wind tunnel.
Results include the velocity pattern above the rooftop, measured using a hot wire anemometer at different
locations of the roof (1, 2, 3, 4 in Fig.3c) and surface pressure on the rooftop. However, this technique does not
account for reversed flow, so results have been interpreted accordingly to detect separation. A specific focus has
been given to turbulence intensity; it has been measured re. the velocity components in the y and z directions, u and
w, for z/D>0.1. Time histories of each signal have been obtained using a length window of 131s, and all results are
referred to the width of the model D=133.3mm and the reference velocity uref =u z H =15.85m/s (Fig.4a).

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 3. a) Wind Tuunnel of the Ruhr-Universit
R
ty Bochum; b)) Schematic off the ABL devvices with the m
model; c)
model mountedd on a turning table [17]; d) Schematic off measurementt positions.
photo off the wind tunnnel with the m
The m
measurements of the velocityy around the m
models have showed (as exppected) that neear the surfacee the flow is
reversed, because of a separation
s
bubbble. Above z//D~0.3, turbullence intensityy declines to abbout 0.1 for booth u and w,
This suggests tthat the buildiing affects turrbulence intennsity up to a
matching the one preseent in the upstream flow. T
height off about one thiird of its widthh. Fig. 4c shoows that wind velocity has tthe maximum increase of abbout 25% at
about z/D
D~0.3, at the centre of the rooof (Pos.2). Thhis is just aboove the shear layer between the separationn region and
the upstreeam flow, whhich is in agrreement with previous experiments [20]. At the upsttream edge (P
Pos. 4’), the
maximum
m velocity occcurs at a loweer height, meaaning that thee it is maximised downstreaam to Pos.1. Beneath the
maximum
m velocity areaa, the flow is highly turbuleent. The turbuulence intensitty has its miniimum value att the middle
of the buuilding, also ffor different directions of the wind. It has also beeen found that different direection yield
separationn cone vorticees, which havee a smaller sizee and height thhan the normaal direction.
The innlet profile off mean velocitty and turbulence intensity are shown in Fig.4a. Fig.4bb shows the m
measurement
for Pos. 1 and 2, whiile Fig.4c andd Fig.4d show
w those for Pos.3 and 4, respectively.
r
T
These values are used as
validationn of the numerrical model deeveloped in thiis work.
4

NUM
MERICAL M
MODEL AND METHODOLOGY

The geometry
g
as inn Fig.3b is simplified and tested in the numerical moodel. A steaddy state RANS
S (Reynolds
Averagedd Navier-Stokees) simulationn has been devveloped using the k- SST tturbulence moodel, to get a brief
b
idea of
the flow pattern and ccheck if the m
mesh requirem
ments are met. The objective is to have a rough estim
mation of the
turbulent quantities at stake. A prelliminary compparison with tthe LES (Large Eddy Simuulation) approoach is then
mportance of m
modelling the fluctuating
f
staatistics. In factt, even thoughh the RANS
proposed,, in order to ddiscuss the imp
approach has shown ggood viability for the estim
mation of the averaged fieldds, it is hindeered by the m
modelling of
fluctuatinng statistics [377].

A block structured mesh has beeen constructedd, having y+~1 and choosingg the blockingg strategy in orrder to limit
the alongg-flow size off the elementss to respect thhe CFL condition which im
mposes Co<1.. This has broought to the
choice off a time step of
o ∆t=5e-5 forr the LES moodel presentedd. The Smagorrinsky-Lilly m
model has beeen chosen as
Sub-Gridd Scale model (SGS), with tthe use of the van Driest daamping function1. This allows a correct bbehaviour at
the wall to
t be modelleed, as a fixed constant woulld impose unpphysical turbuulence near thee wall, where the viscous
effects are more importtant, as knownn.

Figure 4 aa) Wind-tunneel velocity proofile ahead of tthe model; b) Velocity vectors, Iu and Iw as measured aat pos. 1 and
2, c) Poss. 3’, 3 and 3’’, d) Pooss. 4’ and 4’’ [36].

1

+

+

A daamping functionn, such as the oone formulated by Van Driest lsgs =Csgs ∆ 1-ee-y ⁄A , where A+ =26, lowerss the value of
the model constant Csgs oor Cs in those reegions of the floow where viscossity effects becoome preponderaant. In fact, the Smagorinsky
model usees a fixed consstant to take innto account thee SGS effects, potentially yieelding an unphyysical behaviouur. The eddy
viscosity rreads νsgs = Csggs ∆

2

S = Csggs ∆

2

w
the Smaggorinsky model cconstant has been set to Cs =0.117.
2Sij Sij where

4

PRE
ELIMINARY RESULTS AND
A
DISCUS
SSION
The preliminary ressults (shown inn Fig. 5, 6 andd 7) show that the flow patteern is as expeccted as previouus models.

Vortex core viisualisation (Q
Q invariant 1/s2), with flow ppattern identifi
fication; c) vorrtex core
Fiigure 5 a), b) V
visualisationn (swirling streength 1/s) and d) structured block grid of tthe high-rise bbuilding modeel.

Figure 6 Iso--contours of thhe mean veloccity field for thhe LES simulaation.
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Resultts show that L
LES simulationn provides litttle improvemeent with respecct to the steaddy RANS simuulation. This
is due to the insufficiennt averaging ttime which haas been so far simulated: im
mproved data w
will provide a longer time
ws that the floow field still iis affected by the instantanneous flow. It can also be
domain too be modelledd. Fig 6 show
noticed thhough, that thhe flow patternn experiences a steep accelleration of thee flow in the area
a
above thee separation
bubble.
Howeever, the turbuulence intensityy shows that tthe simulationn needs improvvement and thhat high turbullence occurs
in the acccelerated flow
w region. The eeffect of turbuulence is impoortant because of the turbuleent length scalle (shown in
Fig. 8c, aas evaluated ussing the kinetiic energy of tuurbulence). Suuch values are much smallerr than the expected length
scales in the atmospheric boundary layer, and succh a pattern iss almost unexpplored regardiing the expectted effect of
turbulencce on the aeroddynamics of a hypotheticall device placedd in the immeediate vicinityy of a buildingg, even if an
accelerateed zone is lookked at.

0.30

5

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

This preliminary results show the need of a high-fidelity approach for the modelling of the turbulence pattern
around building for wind energy harvesting.
The flow pattern around a building has been modelled and validated using both the RANS and the LES
approach, showing little difference in the results. In fact, the quality of an LES simulation strongly depends on the
actual averaging time used, which is confirmed by the whole totality of the literature.
A brief critical literature review has been made, showing the necessity of more studies about the physical
phenomena involving the interaction of turbulence with bluff bodies, especially for practical applications involving
the urban environment.
Future work will provide more averaging time to the LES simulation to validate the fluctuating pattern, in the
scope of understanding the actual turbulence pattern at the inflow of a supposedly nearly place wind energy
converter.
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